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Character Sketch 
  
  
 

Paris. 1997 to 1999. 
I am two; he is seven. I am just his sister’s friend; he is the love of my life. I follow him                      
around when he comes over to play with my brother. I giggle and talk nonsense whenever                
he is around. I am in love. Or so I think. I am two, already full of heightened feelings, and                    
boys are already on my mind. 
  
  

London. 1999 to 2008. 
It is a cold, snowy Sunday afternoon and I am bored. My parents refused to buy me that                  
super cool puzzle yesterday at Harrods and now I am mad at them. As a solution to both my                   
anger and my boredom, I decide to steal all their stationery and to collect it all in a small                   
twine basket, all the while leaving them special invitations on their desks. 
After collecting all that stationary, I go back to my room and start getting organized: I lay it                  
all out on my desk and bed, adding price tags to everything. 
Finally, the time has come for my parents and brother to attend the “event”. They enter my                 
room, confused, with their purses in hand, as specified on the invitations, and start              
purchasing back their own stationary. 
Less than half an hour later, I have sold everything and have collected enough money. The                
next day, after school ends, I run to Harrods and buy the best purchase I have ever made in                   
my entire life: a 5000 piece puzzle of animals in Africa. 

  
  
Brussels. 2008 to 2015. 

Dressed as a rainbow-colored Powerpuff Girl, I walk up my street to meet up with four of                 
my friends. They are already sitting on the floor, under a lamppost, enjoying slices of bread                
with Nutella and orange juice. It is just past 4am as I join their circle, ready for breakfast. We                   
put some light music on, and start passing a cheap bottle of wine around. It might be early,                  
but for us who never went to sleep, wine seems perfect. 
Today is our last day of school, and we all know that in just a few weeks, we will all be                     
separated and scattered around the globe. We all know that nothing between us will ever               
be this perfect. 
We wrap up the rest of our food and stash it away in our backpacks. It is finally time for us                     
to go. We start walking towards our school, meeting up with other classmates on our way. 



5am. It’s time. We have exactly three hours before parents, teachers and younger students              
arrive. By escalating the gate, we manage to get into the school and start taking out our                 
chalks, our crumpled banners and our duck tape. 
7.55am. People are starting to gather outside that gates, looking at our art in a puzzled                
way, not sure how to react. Chairs have been rearranged in an amazing statue in the middle                 
of the playground, banners with puns about our headmistress’s name are hanging from the              
buildings, police tape is attached in a mess around the football goals and benches. Our               
senior prank has officially begun. Because yes, this is only the beginning of a very long and                 
exciting day. Our last day as seniors. 
  
  

Wellesley. 2015. 
I have been on campus for six days now. I walk around, completely overwhelmed by the life                 
and agitation around me. Nothing seems familiar. I now live in a country where they use                
miles to measure distances, where a temperature of ninety-seven degrees doesn’t worry            
anyone, where the legal drinking age is five years above the one I know, where taxes are                 
added at the counter so you can appreciate having to recount your money while people               
wait impatiently behind you, where waiters run after you in the street because you haven’t               
tipped them enough. Nothing is the same. But somehow, I feel like I have found the place                 
where I belong, a place I can call home. 
 


